During cancer development, immune cells restrict cancer initiation by preventing the emergence of neoplastic cells and inhibit cancer progression by a process called immunosurveillance. However, immunity (both innate and adaptive) can also promote tumor development during inflammation: chronic inflammatory diseases are known to favor the growth of many human cancers. Thus, the role of adaptive immune cells is dual, depending on the context and cell type. 1 In particular, CD4 C (T helper) lymphocytes can either impair or favor carcinogenesis. A better understanding of the respective role of each immune population in either context is required in order to develop efficient immunotherapy strategies emerging as promising alternatives for cancer treatment.
We have previously reported the importance of the thymus-specific serine protease (TSSP) in CD4 C T cell maturation in the thymus. TSSP is encoded by the PRSS16 gene, which is highly conserved between human and mouse. [2] [3] [4] It is a serine protease predominantly found in endosomes of thymic cortical epithelial cells (cTECs). TSSP/PRSS16 is the third member of the S28 group of serine proteases, and shows homologies to the lysosomal prolylcarboxypeptidase (PRCP; S28.001) that cleaves C-terminal amino acids linked to proline, and to the dipeptidyl peptidase-2/7 (DPP2/7; S28.002) that cleaves X-proline dipeptides from the N-terminus of proteins. The enzymatic function of TSSP has not yet been deciphered and requires further investigation.
TSSP was first reported to be linked to a type 1 (autoimmune) diabetes (T1D) susceptibility locus in the extended Class I region of the Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) on human chromosome 6. To address the function of TSSP, we generated TSSP-deficient mice via a genetically inactivated Prss16
¡/¡ mouse model. These mice present a normal number of CD4 C T cells but decreased antigen-recognition repertoire of T-cell receptor (TCR) diversity. 5, 6 Moreover, we have reported that the absence of TSSP on a non-obese diabetes (NOD) background completely prevents the development of T1D, through impaired thymic selection of CD4 C T cells specific for islet antigens. 7 These data demonstrated the direct involvement of TSSP in T1D disease development. Taken together, our previous studies highlight a crucial role of TSSP in the production of a functional CD4 C T lymphocytes compartment.
The role of TSSP in cancer progression has been poorly understood until recently. In thymic tumors, TSSP was reported to be either over-or under-expressed depending on the cell type (stromal cells or thymocytes) affected by cancerous proliferation in cortex thymoma or thymic lymphoma respectively. 8, 9 Over routine breeding of our TSSP-deficient mice, we serendipitously observed that they developed spontaneous tumors upon aging. 10 We thus sought to assess the underlying mechanism. For that purpose, we used an experimental model of induced tumorigenesis in the colon, i.e., experimental colitis-associated colorectal (CAC) tumorigenesis. Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) patients are at increased risk of developing colorectal cancer (CRC). In CRC, T cells are protective against cancer progression by eliminating cancerous cells. Nevertheless, T cells also participate in the protumorigenic inflammatory reaction during IBD, which can stimulate the uncontrolled growth of epithelial cancer cells. We observed an increased rate of induced CAC tumor formation in TSSPdeficient mice compared to TSSP-proficient, thus confirming their enhanced susceptibility to cancer development. Induced colitis experiments showed that exacerbated colon inflammation in the absence of TSSP likely accounts for their cancer susceptibility.
We then addressed the question whether the increased CAC development in TSSP-deficient mice results from a defect in epithelial cells (which give rise to colorectal tumors) or from a function of the immune system (which is involved in epithelial barrier homeostasis). In support of the latter, we observed that TSSP is highly expressed in the thymus (in the stromal compartment) and very poorly in all other tissues including the colon.
Adoptive transfer of T cells in various combinations (CD4
C and CD8 C from TSSP-proficient and/or -deficient mice) into T cell-deficient mice showed that tumor development is favored by the CD4 C T-cell compartment of TSSP-deficient mice. The presence of TSSP-deficient CD4 C T cells is also associated with elevated levels of the cytokine IL-17A. These data suggest that promotion of CAC development likely results from extrinsic signals from the inflammatory microenvironment containing CD4 C T cells shaped in the TSSP-deficient thymus. In addition, our study clearly points out a prominent over-expression of the protumoral IL-17A cytokine in a TSSP-deficient immune context. Interestingly, although the role of Th17 cytokines in cancer is potentially dualistic (i.e., tumorinhibiting or promoting) depending on the context, evidence previously reported in the literature of decreased CAC in IL-17A-deficient mice strongly supports its protumor role in the colon. We thus inhibited IL-17A with specific antibodies during CAC tumor formation, convincingly showing that reducing the level of IL-17A prevents the increased carcinogenesis and colic immune disequilibrium observed in TSSP-deficient mice.
In conclusion, our study demonstrates that antitumor immune surveillance requires TSSP-driven production of a subset of CD4 C T cells in the thymus (Fig. 1) . These T cells that have matured in a TSSP-proficient context contribute to the inflammatory equilibrium, and their absence favors tumor development. In the thymus, TSSP contributes to the presentation of self-peptides that are bound to MHC Class II molecules expressed at the cTEC surface and are thus involved in the selection of CD4 C thymocytes. However, the molecular activity of TSSP in cTEC remains elusive and requires further elucidation. Finally, in humans, whether TSSP activity is decreased in the thymus of cancer patients warrants investigation, which will provide insight into the mechanism of immunodeficiency observed during aging (immunosenescence) and in pathological contexts such as cancer.
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No potential conflicts of interest were disclosed. Figure 1 . TSSP mediates tumor suppression by impacting the development of fully efficient antitumor immunity. The TSSP protease is highly expressed in cortical thymic epithelial cells (cTEC) involved in T-lymphocyte maturation through cross-talk with thymocytes. TSSP activity is required for the maturation of a subset of CD4 C T lymphocytes. Thus, TSSP is necessary for the intra-thymic selection of a diverse repertoire of T lymphocytes (shown by multi-colored dots). In the absence of TSSP, the CD4 C T-cell numbers are not decreased, but the diversity of the T-lymphocyte repertoire is reduced (shown by a reduction of dot color diversity). Considering that T lymphocytes play an essential role in antitumor immunity, this defect underlies the decrease in antitumor immunity efficiency observed in the absence of TSSP.
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